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Formatting changes requested

Please ensure the authors names are formatted correctly in both the submission system and the manuscript- forename (initial) surname.

**Author: done**

Please link each author to his/her affiliation via superscript numbers.

**Author: done**

Please change 'Correspondence to:' to 'Correspondence author'

**Author: done**

'Introduction'- please rename this section 'Background'

**Author: done**

'Materials and Methods'- please rename this section 'Methods'

**Author: done**

'Discussion and Conclusion' please change this to 'Discussion and conclusion'.

**Author: done**

Tables- please move the tables to a section following the references.

**Author: done**

Tables- please include the upper and lower borders of the table.

**Author: done**

Table 2- we suggest moving the following text to below the table as a legend-
'QoL, QoL; UTI, urinary tract infection. *BPH patients only.'

**Author: done, the second QoL also written out as quality of life**

References- only 3 references have been extracted, but 5 are cited within the manuscript. Please ensure all references are extracted correctly
otherwise you will lose the formatting discount.
For more information on extracting references from endnote, please see
our user guide-
http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/endnote/#technicalhelp

Author: done

Competing interests- please move this section to after the discussions
and conclusions and before the authors contributions.

Author: done

Please move the authors contributions to after the competing interests
and before the acknowledgments.

Author: done

Authors contributions- please change this to 'Authors' contributions’

Author: done

Authors' contributions- please include a statement that all the authors
have read and approved the final version of the manuscript.

Author: done

Acknowledgements - Please place an Acknowledgements section at the end
of the manuscript text, directly preceding the Reference list. Please
acknowledge anyone who contributed towards the study by making
substantial contributions to conception, design, acquisition of data, or
analysis and interpretation of data, or who was involved in drafting the
manuscript or revising it critically for important intellectual content,
but who does not meet the criteria for authorship. Please also include
their source(s) of funding. Please also acknowledge anyone who
contributed materials essential for the study.
Authors should obtain permission to acknowledge from all those
mentioned in the Acknowledgements.

Author: done

Please list the source(s) of funding for the study, for each author,
and for the manuscript preparation in the acknowledgements section.
Authors must describe the role of the funding body, if any, in study design;
in the collection, analysis, and interpretation of data; in the
writing of the manuscript; and in the decision to submit the manuscript for
publication.

Author: done, no source of funding

thank you
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